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a b s t r a c t
Property testing is concerned with constant-time algorithms for deciding whether a given
object satisfies a predetermined property or is far from satisfying it. In this paper, we
consider testing properties related to the connectivity of two vertices in sparse graphs.
We present one-sided error testers for (s, t)-disconnectivity with query complexity
2O(1/ϵ) for digraphs and O(1/ϵ2) for graphs, where ϵ is an error parameter. Furthermore,
we show that these algorithms are the best possible in view of query complexity, i.e., we
give matching lower bounds for two-sided error testers for both cases.
We also give a constant-time algorithm for testing the (s, t)-disconnectivity of a
directed bounded-degree hypergraph, which can be used to test the satisfiability of Horn
SAT.
© 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Property testing is concerned with the task of deciding whether an object given as an oracle has some predetermined
property or is far from it. There have been many studies on property testing in the last decade, and it has been shown that
many properties are testable efficiently, or even in constant time. See [1–3] for excellent surveys in this area.
In this paper, we consider testing the disconnectivity of two vertices in a multi-(di)graph. In our problem setting, which
we call the general graph model, we are given a source vertex, a sink vertex, and an oracle access to an input graph. By
specifying a vertex v and an index i, the oracle returns the i-th neighbor of v. For digraphs, we assume that we can only
see out-going edges through the oracle. The efficiency of an algorithm, which is called the query complexity, is measured
by the number of accesses to the oracle. In this paper, ‘‘constant time’’ means that the query complexity is independent of
the size of an input. A graph G is called ϵ-far from a property P if we must remove or add at least ϵ-fraction of edges in
G to make G satisfy P . An algorithm is called a tester for a property P if, given an oracle access to G, it accepts with high
probability if G satisfies P and rejects with high probability if G is ϵ-far from P . Also, a tester is called a one-sided error tester
if it always accepts graphs satisfying P . In contrast to one-sided error testers, general testers are sometimes called two-sided
error testers.
The first propertywe consider is the (s, t)-disconnectivity of a graph, which is themain topic of this paper. LetG = (V , E)
be a (di)graph, and let s, t ∈ V be vertices. We call a path from s to t an (s, t)-path, and we say that G is (s, t)-disconnected
if there is no (s, t)-path. We give a one-sided error tester for (s, t)-disconnectivity for undirected (respectively, directed)
graphs with query complexity O(1/ϵ2) (respectively, 2O(1/ϵ)). Note that these query complexities are independent of the
maximum degree of an input (di)graph. Furthermore, for both graphs and digraphs, we show that these testers are the best
possible in view of query complexity, i.e., we give the matching lower bounds for two-sided error testers. Note that these
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Table 1
Our results for (s, t)-disconnectivity testing.
Objects Upper bound Lower bound
Digraphs 2O(1/ϵ) 2Ω(1/ϵ)
Undirected graphs O(1/ϵ2) Ω(1/ϵ2−δ), ∀δ > 0
Directed hypergraphs (Horn SAT) (cd)O(1/ϵ) –
lower bounds directly indicate the same lower bounds for one-sided error testers. It is very rare in graph property testing
that a non-trivial upper bound as a function of ϵ (almost) matches a non-trivial lower bound. The only exception we noticed
is testing the connectivity of bounded-degree graphs. However, the connectivity can be tested in O˜(1/ϵ) queries, and the
lower bound ofΩ(1/ϵ) is trivial.
Wemention othermodels to justify whywe choose the general graphmodel. In the bounded-degree model [4], the degree
of an input graph is bounded by a constant d. By specifying a vertex v and an index i (1 ≤ i ≤ d), the oracle returns the
i-th neighbor of v (see Section 2 for details). In this model, we can make any graph (s, t)-disconnected by removing at most
d edges. Hence, any graph of n vertices is at most O(1/n)-far from (s, t)-disconnectivity, and we can trivially check the
(s, t)-disconnectivity with poly(1/ϵ) = poly(n) queries. The adjacency matrix model [5] has the same issue. In this model,
an algorithm is given an oracle O : V × V → {0, 1} representing the adjacency of a graph G = (V , E) of n vertices, i.e.,
O(u, v) = 1 iff (u, v) ∈ E. A graph is called ϵ-far from a property P if we must add or remove at least ϵn2 edges to make G
satisfy P . In this model, we can make any input graph (s, t)-disconnected by removing at most n edges. Hence, any graph is
at most O(1/n)-far from (s, t)-disconnectivity again. From a similar reason, we study (s, t)-disconnectivity instead of (s, t)-
connectivity. Note that we can make any graph (s, t)-connected by adding just one edge. Thus, any graph of n vertices is at
most O(1/n)-far from (s, t)-connectivity. In contrast, testing the (s, t)-disconnectivity becomes non-trivial in the general
graph model.
We also consider the (s, t)-disconnectivity of a directed hypergraph, in which each hyperarc consists of one head and
multiple tails. We only deal with directed hypergraphs such that the cardinality of a hyperarc is bounded by c and the
maximum degree is bounded by d. To avoid the issue stated above for the bounded-degree model, we allow the degrees
of s and t to be arbitrarily large. In this modified bounded-degree model, we give a tester for the (s, t)-disconnectivity of
directed hypergraphs with query complexity (cd)O(1/ϵ). This problem is equivalent to testing the satisfiability of Horn SAT.
The instance of Horn SAT consists of a set of variables and a CNF (conjunctive normal form) formula on them such that each
clause has at most one positive literal. The objective is to find an assignment to variables that satisfies all the constraints.
Thus, we also have a tester for the satisfiability of Horn SAT. We summarize our results on the (s, t)-disconnectivity in
Table 1.
Related works. The bounded-degree model for undirected graphs and digraphs was introduced in [4] and [6], respectively.
Unlike (s, t)-connectivity, testing the ‘‘global’’ connectivity of graphs, i.e., connectivity between all pairs of vertices, is not
trivial. In the bounded-degree model, constant-time testers have been developed for the k-(edge/vertex)-connectivity of
undirected/directed graphs [4,7–9].
The general graph model was proposed in [10] to test the diameter of a graph, and it has been used to test triangle-
freeness [11] and bipartiteness [12]. In the original general graph model, we are also allowed to use the adjacency oracle as
in the adjacencymatrixmodel. However, for the instanceswewill use to show lower bounds, it is not hard to observe thatwe
cannot get any useful information using the adjacency oracle. Thus, our lower bounds are also valid for the original general
graph model. We omit the detailed argument in this article, and we simply omit the adjacency oracle from our definition
to keep the exposition simple.
In amodel, called the orientationmodel [13], testing the (s, t)-connectivity becomes nontrivial, and is shown to be testable
in constant time, but it seems there is no direct connection with the major models studied here.
Horn SAT is a subclass of constraint satisfaction problems (CSPs). Testing the satisfiability of CSPs in the bounded-degree
model has attracted much interest [14,15,4,16,17]. For instance, testing the satisfiability of E3LIN2, 3SAT, and 3-Colorability
requiresΩ(n) queries [14],where n is the number of variables. Also, 2-Colorability requires Θ˜(
√
n) queries [15,4]. It is known
that Horn SAT is testable via linear programming with query complexity doubly exponential in 1/ϵ [17]. In contrast, our
algorithm for Horn SAT is completely combinatorial, and the query complexity is single exponential in 1/ϵ.
Proof overview. Our tester for (s, t)-disconnectivity tries to find an (s, t)-path. Applying Menger’s theorem, we can show
that, if a graph is ϵ-far from (s, t)-disconnectivity, there are at least ϵm/2 (s, t)-paths of length at most 2/ϵ. Since the graph
has a lot of (s, t)-paths, by performing a randomwalk from s, we can reach t with high probability after a constant number of
steps. For the undirected case, the analysis simply relies on [18]. For the directed case,we perform anumber of randomwalks
from s. For analysis, we iteratively transform a graph so that the probability to reach t becomes lower while the structure of
the graph becomes simpler. Then, we show that the final graph is still solvable with 2O(1/ϵ) queries.
For directed hypergraphs, a theorem analogous toMenger’s theoremdoes not hold in general. Nevertheless, we can show
that Θ(ϵdn) many hyperpaths with depth O(1/ϵ) in an ϵ-far hypergraph. Using this fact, we have a desired algorithm by
performing BFS (breadth first search) from t using in-coming edges.
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Wedescribe howwe show the lower bound for testing the (s, t)-disconnectivity of digraphs.We startwith a lower bound
for one-sided error testers. Note that any one-sided error tester must find an (s, t)-path to reject a graph. We introduce a
distribution of digraphs and show that, under this distribution, any deterministic algorithm requires at least 2Ω(1/ϵ) queries
to find an (s, t)-path with high probability. Then, from Yao’s minimax principle, we have the desired result. The key fact
used in the proof is that any algorithm is essentially non-adaptive, which means that, with high probability, we never see
the same vertex twice ormore. This arises sincewe can only see out-going edges in ourmodel. Thus, an algorithmcan be seen
as a randomized process of embedding a fixed tree into a graph starting with s. To obtain a lower bound for two-sided error
testers, we follow the approach by Goldreich and Ron [4]. That is, we introduce two distributions, one of which consists
of (s, t)-disconnected graphs while the other consists of (s, t)-connected graphs. Then, we show that any algorithm that
distinguishes them with high probability requires 2Ω(1/ϵ) queries. We again use the fact that any algorithm is essentially
non-adaptive, and use the lower bound for one-sided error testers as a key lemma.
We use a similar technique to show lower bounds for undirected graphs. However, in this case, an algorithm can easily
find a vertex that already appeared in the past and can be adaptive. For instance, a DFS (depth first search) from s is likely
to find s again after constant number of steps. Such information might (not) be helpful to find t . To overcome this issue, we
consider a randomized process of embedding a fixed tree in the middle of s and t , and we show that it requires Ω(1/ϵ2)
queries for the tree to reach s or t with high probability. Then, we show that any algorithm for finding an (s, t)-path requires
more queries than such an embedding. To analyze the behavior of the embedded tree,weuse randomwalkswith persistence,
i.e., randomwalks tending to go to the same direction as the previous step.We use a concentration bound for aMarkov chain
given in [19] to analyze the random walks.
Organization. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we introduce our notation and define several
graphmodels. In Section 3, we show testers for (s, t)-disconnectivity for both undirected graphs and directed graphs. Lower
bounds for one-sided error testers and two-sided error testers for digraphs are given in Sections 4 and 5, respectively. The
lower bound for undirected graphs is given in Section 6. In Section 7, we give a tester for the (s, t)-disconnectivity of directed
hypergraphs. Using the tester, we also give a tester for the satisfiability of Horn SAT.
2. Preliminaries
Let G = (V , E) be an undirected graph (or simply a graph). Then, we define d(u) = #{(u, v) ∈ E} as the degree of
u ∈ V . We say that v ∈ V is a neighbor of u ∈ V if there is an edge (u, v) ∈ E. Let G = (V , A) be a directed graph (or a
digraph). Then, for an arc (or a directed edge) (u, v) ∈ A, u and v are called the tail and the head of (u, v), respectively. Let
d+(u) = #{(u, v) ∈ A} denote the out-degree of u ∈ V . We say that v ∈ V is a neighbor of u ∈ V if there is an arc (u, v) ∈ A.
In a graph or a digraph, a path P from s to t , or an (s, t)-path, is a set of edges (or arcs) ek = (vk, vk−1), . . . , e1 = (v1, v0),
where vk = s and v0 = t . If no confusion may arise, we sometimes identify P with a graph induced by P . A labeled (di)graph
G = (V , E, πV , πE) is a (di)graph with a map πV : V → N and πE : E → N. In this paper, n andm always mean the number
of vertices of a given graph (or digraph) and the number of edges (or arcs) of a given graph (or digraph), respectively. We
denote by [n] the set {1, . . . , n}.
Now, we define models to represent a graph. We mainly use the general graph model, and sometimes use the bounded-
degree model, which is a special case of the general graph model.
Definition 2.1 (General Graph Model). In the general graph model, a multi-graph (respectively, multi-digraph) G = (V , E)
with two specified vertices s and t is represented by three oracles O1,O2,O3 satisfying the following.
• The vertex oracle O1 returns a vertex v ∈ V chosen uniformly at random.• The degree oracle O2, on a vertex v ∈ V , returns the degree d(v) (respectively, d+(v)).• The edge oracleO3, on a vertex u and an index i ∈ [d(u)] (respectively, [d+(u)]), returns v, where v is the i-vertex adjacent
to u.
An algorithm is given n, s, t and accesses to O1,O2,O3 beforehand. For an error parameter ϵ > 0, a graph (respectively,
digraph) is called ϵ-far from a property P if wemust add or remove at least ϵm edges (respectively, arcs) to make G satisfy P .
Definition 2.2 (Bounded-degree Model). In the bounded-degree model, we consider multi-graphs (respectively, multi-
digraphs) with two specified vertices s and t such that any vertex v ∈ V \ {s, t} has degree (respectively, out-degree) at
most d and the degrees (respectively, out-degrees) of s and t are at most dn, where d is a parameter. A graph G = (V , E) is
represented by two oracles O1,O2 satisfying the following.
• The vertex oracle O1 returns a vertex v ∈ V chosen uniformly at random.• The edge oracle O2, on a vertex u ∈ V and an index i ∈ [d], returns v, where v is the i-th vertex adjacent to u. If no such
vertex v exists, it returns a special character⊥.
An algorithm is given n, s, t and accesses toO1,O2 beforehand. For an error parameter ϵ > 0, a graph (respectively, digraph)
is called ϵ-far from a property P if we must add or remove at least 2ϵdn edges (respectively, arcs) to make G satisfy P .
In the original bounded-degree model in [4], the degree of every vertex is bounded by a constant d. However, we allow
the degrees of s and t to be Ω(n) since, otherwise, testing the (s, t)-disconnectivity becomes trivial, as described above.
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We also note that we can only see out-going edges through oracles for digraphs. We extend the bounded-degree model in
Section 4 to put labels on vertices and edges since it is convenient to discuss lower bounds.
Definition 2.3 (Tester). A randomized algorithm is called a tester for a property P if, given oracle accesses to G, it accepts
G with probability at least 2/3 if G satisfies P , and rejects G with probability at least 2/3 if G is ϵ-far from P . Also, we call a
tester a one-sided error tester if it always accepts G if G satisfies P .
It is easy to see that the general graph model contains the bounded-degree model, since a graph (respectively, digraph) of
the bounded-degree model has at most 2dn edges (respectively, arcs). Thus, if there is a tester for the general graph model,
the same tester works for the bounded-degree model.
3. Testers for (s, t)-disconnectivity
In this section, we give algorithms that test the (s, t)-disconnectivity of undirected graphs and directed graphs.
3.1. Testing the (s, t)-disconnectivity of undirected graphs
The focus of this subsection is showing the following theorem.We emphasize that it coincides with a lower bound given
in Section 6.
Theorem 3.1. In the general graph model, there exists a one-sided error tester for the (s, t)-disconnectivity of a graph with
O(1/ϵ2) queries.
We show that Algorithm 1 establishes Theorem 3.1.
Algorithm 1 A tester for the (s, t)-disconnectivity of a graph
u ← s.
for i = 1 to 24/ϵ2 do
Randomly choose one edge (u, v) incident to u.
u ← v.
if u = t then
Output reject.
Output accept.
It is easy to see that Algorithm 1 always accepts (s, t)-disconnected graphs. In order to show that Algorithm 1 rejects a
graph ϵ-far from (s, t)-disconnectivity with probability at least 2/3, we use the following result on random walks.
Theorem 3.2 (Chandra et al. [18]). If an undirected graph G contains p edge-disjoint (s, t)-paths of length at most l, then the
expected number of steps in a randomwalk that starts at s and ends upon first reaching t is at most 2ml/p, where m is the number
of edges of G.
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Suppose that G is ϵ-far from (s, t)-disconnectivity. Since there are ϵm edge-disjoint (s, t)-paths by
Menger’s theorem, ϵm/2 of them have lengths at most 2/ϵ. By Theorem 3.2, the expected number of steps in a random
walk that starts at s and ends at t is at most 2m·(2/ϵ)
ϵm/2 ≤ 8ϵ2 . Then, by Markov’s inequality, we can reach t in 24/ϵ2 steps with
probability at least 2/3. 
3.2. Testing the (s, t)-disconnectivity of digraphs
The focus of this subsection is showing the following theorem. We emphasize here that it coincides with lower bounds
given in Sections 4 and 5.
Theorem 3.3. In the general graph model, there exists a one-sided error tester for the (s, t)-disconnectivity of a digraph with
2O(1/ϵ) queries.
We consider an algorithm based on random walks, which is described in Algorithm 2. It is easy to see that Algorithm 2
requires 2O(1/ϵ) queries and always accepts (s, t)-disconnected digraphs. Hence, in order to prove Theorem 3.3, it suffices to
show that Algorithm 2 rejects a digraph ϵ-far from (s, t)-disconnectivity with probability at least 2/3.
Suppose that a digraph G = (V , A) is ϵ-far from (s, t)-disconnectivity. Then, there exist q arc-disjoint (s, t)-paths
P1, P2, . . . , Pq by Menger’s theorem, where q ≥ ϵm. By taking arc-disjoint paths with minimum number of arcs, we may
assume that the subgraph consisting of P1, . . . , Pq contains no directed cycle.
For a weight functionw : V → R+, an (s, t)-path P = (v0 = s, v1, . . . , vl = t) in G, and a positive integer R, we define
fG,w(P) =
l−1
i=0
1
w(vi)
, g(G, w, R) =

fG,w(P),
where P is over simple paths from s to t of length at most R.
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Algorithm 2 A tester for the (s, t)-disconnectivity of a digraph
for i = 1 to 2O(1/ϵ) do
u ← s.
for j = 1 to 2/ϵ do
Randomly choose one arc (u, v) leaving u.
u ← v.
if u = t then
Output reject.
Output accept.
Fig. 1. An example of the splitting procedure.
Lemma 3.4. Suppose that G contains q arc-disjoint (s, t)-paths P1, P2, . . . , Pq such that q ≥ ϵm and their union contains no
directed cycle. Then, it holds that g(G, d+, 2/ϵ) = 1/2O(1/ϵ).
Proof. Let R = 2/ϵ. To bound g(G, d+, R) from below, we construct a new digraph G∗ and a function w∗ such that
g(G, d+, R) ≥ g(G∗, w∗, R) as follows.
First, we define w(v) = d+(v) for each v ∈ V , and remove all vertices and arcs not contained in P1, . . . , Pq. Then, the
digraph G′ = (V ′, A′) obtained is acyclic, and clearly g(G, d+, R) ≥ g(G′, w, R).
Next, we split the internal vertices of P1, . . . , Pq to make the paths internally vertex disjoint. Suppose that a vertex
v ∈ V ′ \ {s, t} is contained in r paths. Let a−1 , . . . , a−r be arcs entering v and a+1 , . . . , a+r be arcs leaving v. For j ∈ {1, . . . , r},
let Gj be a digraph obtained from G′ by splitting v into r vertices v1, . . . , vr such that the head of a−i is vi and the tail of
a+i is vi+j, where vh+r = vh. Define w(v1) = · · · = w(vr) = w(v)/r . Since g(G′, w, R) = 1r
r
j=1 g(Gj, w, R), we have
g(G′, w, R) ≥ g(Gj∗ , w, R) for some j∗, and we adopt Gj∗ .
By executing this procedure for each v ∈ V ′\{s, t}, we obtain a digraph G∗ and aweight functionw∗ such that G∗ consists
of q internally vertex-disjoint paths from s to t and g(G′, w, R) ≥ g(G∗, w∗, R). Furthermore, by the construction of G∗, G∗
has at most m arcs and at most m vertices other than s and t . Since G∗ has q ≥ ϵm internally vertex-disjoint (s, t)-paths,
ϵm/2 of them have lengths at most 2/ϵ. Let P∗1 , . . . , P
∗
q˜ be such paths from s to t in G
∗, where q˜ ≥ ϵm/2. Let V ∗ be the set of
internal vertices of P∗1 , . . . , P
∗
q˜ , and define n
∗ = |V ∗|. See Fig. 1 for an example of the splitting procedure. Now, we estimate
the value g(G∗, w∗, 2/ϵ). Since each length of P∗1 , . . . , P
∗
q˜ is at most 2/ϵ, it holds that
g(G∗, w∗, 2/ϵ) ≥
q˜
i=1
fG∗,w∗(P∗i ) ≥ q˜

q˜
i=1
fG∗,w∗(P∗i )
1/q˜
= q˜
w∗(s)

v∈V∗
w∗(v)
−1/q˜
,
where the second inequality is by the inequality of arithmetic and geometric means. Again, by the inequality of arithmetic
and geometric means, we see that
q˜
w∗(s)

v∈V∗ w∗(v)
n∗
−n∗/q˜
≥ q˜
w∗(s)
m
n∗
−n∗/q˜ ≥ ϵm
2w∗(s)
m
n∗
−2n∗/(ϵm)
.
Note that we use the inequality

v∈V∗ w∗(v) ≤

v∈V\{s,t} d+(v) ≤ m. Since ( mn∗ )
n∗
m is less than 2 andw∗(s) = d+(s) ≤ m,
g(G∗, w∗, 2/ϵ) ≥ ϵm
2w∗(s)
· 2−2/ϵ ≥ ϵ
2
· 2−2/ϵ .
Hence, we have g(G, d+, 2/ϵ) ≥ ϵ2 · 2−2/ϵ , which is also represented by 1/2O(1/ϵ). 
The probability of reaching t from s in at most 2/ϵ steps of a randomwalk in G is at least g(G, d+, 2/ϵ), which is bounded
by 1/2O(1/ϵ) frombelowby Lemma 3.4. Thus, by executing randomwalks 2O(1/ϵ) times, we can reach t from swith probability
at least 2/3. Now, we establish the proof of Theorem 3.3.
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Fig. 2. A hard instance.
4. Lower bounds for testing the (s, t)-disconnectivity of digraphs with one-sided error
In this section, we show the following lower bound. It also holds for the general graph model. We stress again that
algorithms can only see out-going edges.
Theorem 4.1. In the bounded-degree model, any one-sided error tester for the (s, t)-disconnectivity of a digraph requires 2Ω(1/ϵ)
queries.
First, we need to extend the bounded-degree model to deal with labels on vertices and edges. Let G = (V , E) be an input
graph, and let d be a degree bound. Then, we assume that there exists a bijection πV : V → [n] and a map πE : E → N such
that πE restricted on the arcs leaving from v is a bijection to [d+(v)] for every v ∈ V . We call πV (v) the label of v ∈ V and
call πE(e) the label of e ∈ E. Now, we change the definition of oracles to use labels. The vertex oracle O1 chooses a vertex
v ∈ V randomly and returns πV (v). Also, the edge oracle O2, on two numbers a ∈ πV (V ), i ∈ N, returns πV (v) such that
(u, v) ∈ E and πE((u, v)) = i, where u = π−1V (a). If no such vertex v exists, it returns a special character⊥. An algorithm is
given n, πV (s), πV (t) and accesses to O1,O2 beforehand.
To show the lower bound, we use Yao’s minimax principle. First, we note that any one-sided error tester must find an
(s, t)-path in order to reject a digraph. We introduce a distribution of digraphs ϵ-far from (s, t)-disconnectivity, and show
that any deterministic algorithmwith 2o(1/ϵ) queries under the distribution cannot find an (s, t)-path with high probability.
First, we describe the intuition of our construction of the hard distribution. The digraphmade by the distribution consists
of two parts, i.e., the river part and the drain part (see Fig. 2). First, we putΘ(ϵdn) arc-disjoint paths of lengthΘ(1/ϵ) from s
to t passing through the river part. The drain part forms a random d-regular digraph. Finally, to distract randomwalks from
s to the drain part, we put arcs from each vertex in the river part to the drain part so that exactly half of the out-going edges
of it are connected to the drain part. Wemake sure that any vertex other than s and t has out-degree d so that the algorithms
cannot easily check whether a vertex is in the river part or the drain part. Note that we cannot see in-degrees in our model.
For these digraphs, we can hope that we need 2Ω(1/ϵ) queries to find an (s, t)-path since, at any vertex in the river part,
the probability that an algorithm correctly chooses a vertex in the next layer of the river part is 1/2. We will formalize this
intuition. We define v = πV (v) as the label of a vertex v ∈ V . In general, algorithms cannot recover any v from v other than
s and t . For simplicity, we assume that algorithms make queries using only s, t or strings returned by the oracles though we
can get rid of this assumption.
As a hard distribution, we use the following distribution G of digraphs (see Fig. 2). Let N = n− 2; we assume that d is an
even integer. Each digraph in G consists of two parts, i.e., the river part and the drain part. The river part consists of 112ϵ layers
of vertices, each ofwhich contains 6ϵN vertices. Thus, the number of vertices in the river part isN/2. Let s and t be the source
vertex and the sink vertex, respectively. We put d/2 arcs from s to each vertex in the first layer. Also, we put d/2 arcs from
each vertex in the last layer to t .We choose d/2 randomperfectmatchings fromvertices in the i-th layer to the (i+1)-th layer
(1 ≤ i < 112ϵ ). Then, we put arcs along those matchings. The drain part is just a random d-regular (possibly multi-)digraph
of N/2 vertices. Finally, we create d/2 random perfect matchings between vertices in the river part and vertices in the drain
part. This can be done since both parts have N/2 vertices. Then, we put arcs along those matchings from the river part to the
drain part. Let G = (V , A) be the resulting digraph. We choose a bijection πV : V → [n] randomly and choose πA : A → N
so that πA restricted on the arcs leaving from u is a random bijection to [d+(u)] for u ∈ V . Finally, G outputs (V , A, πV , πA).
We note that the role of a vertex in V is always the same though its label varies randomly. That is, a vertex is associated
with either s, t , the i-th layer of the river part for some i, or the drain part. The number of vertices is N/2 + N/2 + 2 = n,
and the out-degree of every vertex (other than s and t) is d. Also, G is indeed ϵ-far from (s, t)-disconnectivity since there are
3ϵdN ≥ 2ϵdn arc-disjoint (s, t)-paths when n is sufficiently large.
A deterministic algorithm A of query complexity τ can be seen as a decision tree of depth τ . Here, each non-leaf node
in the decision tree corresponds to a query to the oracles, and each branch from the node corresponds to the answer for
it. Each leaf in the decision tree corresponds to the output of A, i.e., accept or reject. We often identify a query with the
corresponding node in the decision tree. Without loss of generality, we assume that A never performs a query that A has
already performed. The transcript at a query q is the query–answer history ((q1, a1), . . . , (qk, ak)) along the path from the
root to q (excluding q) in the decision tree. Here, qi = ∅when qi is a query to the vertex oracleO1, and qi is of the form (vi, ik)
when qi is a query to the edge oracle O2, and ai is the answer vertex returned by the oracles. From the transcript at q, we
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can define the knowledge graph Gq. The vertex set of Gq contains all vertices that appear in the transcript (thus, vertices in
Gq are identified by labels in [n]), and its arc set contains the arcs (vj, aj)with label ij for all qj of the form (vj, ij), i.e., queries
to the edge oracle O2.
We introduce a randomized process P , which interacts with A so that P answers queries of A while constructing
a random digraph from G. The final distribution of digraphs generated by P coincides with G no matter how A makes
queries. Since the construction ofP is rather complicated, we defer the definition ofP to the subsequent subsection. Similar
randomized processes are also used in [4].
Though P generates the label πV (v) at the time that v appears for the first time, the process of generating πV can be
simulated as follows. That is, we fix the sequence ℓ = (σ1, . . . , σn) of labels taken uniformly at random and without
repetition from [n] before A runs. Then, for each time that a new vertex appears, we take σi as the label for the vertex,
where i is the smallest index such that σi is not used yet. This model is useful for our analysis. Let P ℓ be the randomized
process P for which the order of labels is fixed to ℓ. We have the following lemma. See Section 4.1 for the proof.
Lemma 4.2. Suppose that an algorithm A performs τ -step interaction with P ℓ, where τ = o(n) and ℓ is a sequence of labels.
Then, in the next interaction, the probability that P ℓ returns a vertex in the transcript other than t is at most c4.2τ/n for some
constant c4.2 depending only on d and ϵ.
The problem of finding an (s, t)-path can be formalized as follows.
Game 1. We say that a deterministic algorithm A interacting with P wins if A finds an (s, t)-path. We define p1(A) as the
winning probability ofA in this game.
Game 2. Let ℓ be a sequence of labels. We say that a deterministic algorithmA interacting withP ℓ wins ifA finds an (s, t)-path.
We define pℓ2(A) as the winning probability ofA in this game.
Our objective is to show that p1(A) < 2/3 holds for anyAwith 2o(1/ϵ) queries. Clearly, we have Eℓ[pℓ2(A)] = p1(A). Thus,
it suffices to show that pℓ2(A) < 2/3 holds for any ℓ andAwith 2
o(1/ϵ) queries. We further relax the winning condition.
Game 3. Let ℓ be a sequence of labels. We say that a deterministic algorithmA interacting withP ℓ wins ifA finds an (s, t)-path
or P ℓ returns a vertex in the transcript other than t. We define pℓ3(A) as the winning probability ofA in this game.
Clearly, pℓ3(A) ≥ pℓ2(A) holds. Before computing pℓ3(A), we introduce a simplified class of algorithms, called two-phase
algorithms.
Definition 4.3. A two-phase algorithm A runs as follows. In the first phase, A uses the vertex oracle O1 or uses the edge
oracleO2 to ask arcs incident to a vertex non-reachable from s in the knowledge graph. In the second phase,A uses the edge
oracle O2 to ask arcs incident to a vertex reachable from s in the knowledge graph.
When the oracles return a vertex other than t , the probability that the vertex is not in the transcript is extremely high, and
the label of it is always the same since we have fixed ℓ. Thus, basically A can exploit the adaptivity only when the oracles
return t . SinceA terminates if it finds t in the second phase, we can regard the second phase as a non-adaptive algorithm.
Before showing the lower bound, we first see that two-phase algorithms are as strong as general algorithms.
Lemma 4.4. Let A be an algorithm for Game 3. Then, there exists a two-phase algorithm A′ for Game 3 with the same query
complexity and winning probability.
Proof. For a query q, we define T q as the directed tree rooted at s in the knowledge graph Gq. Let q = (v, i) be a query toO2
in the decision tree, where v is a vertex in T q, and let a be the answer by P ℓ for the query. If a equals t or a vertex in Gq,A
terminates because of the winning conditions. Suppose that a is a newly found vertex. Since we have fixed the sequence of
labels ℓ, there exists only one corresponding branch in the decision tree. Thus, we can decide the next query q′ regardless
of the value of a.
Let q′ be the query following to q. Suppose that q′ is a query toO1, or the query (v′, i′) toO2 such that v′ is not in T q
′
. Then,
we exchange the order of q and q′. Clearly, this does not change the query complexity (the depth of the decision tree). Also,
the winning probability does not change, since q′ was the only branch leaving from q for which A continues the process.
We apply this modification as long as we can. Then, the resulting algorithm is clearly a two-phase algorithm. 
Now, we calculate the lower bound on the query complexity for a two-phase algorithm to win with probability at least
2/3 in Game 3.
Lemma 4.5. For every sequence of labels ℓ, any two-phase algorithmA for Game 3 with pℓ3 ≥ 2/3 requires 2Ω(1/ϵ) queries.
Proof. Let τ1, τ2 be the number of queries performed in the first phase and in the second phase ofA, respectively. For each
query in the first phase, from Lemma 4.2, the probability that the oracle returns a vertex other than t in the transcript is at
most c4.2τ1/n. Thus, by the union bound, the probability thatA terminates in the first phase is at most c4.2τ 21 /n.
We consider the second phase ofA conditioned on the fact that the knowledge graph obtained in the first phase is Gfst.
From the previous discussion, nomatter what Gfst is, the second phase ofA can be simulated by a non-adaptive algorithm as
follows. First,A constructs an edge-labeled directed tree T . The out-degree of the root vertex is at most the degree of s, and
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the out-degrees of the rest of the vertices are at most d. Each arc e of T has a label from [d]. Then,A embeds T to the digraph
given by P ℓ. That is, starting from s, A interacts with P ℓ along arcs of T using labels assigned on those arcs. We call the
embedding of T improper if one of the following holds: (1) O2 returns a vertex in the transcript other than t; (2) O2 returns
t . It is easy to verify that the winning probability ofA is equal to the probability that the embedding of T is improper.
The probability that (1) happens is at most c4.2τ 22 /n from Lemma 4.2 and the union bound. We calculate the probability
that (2) happens. The labels of arcs in digraphs generated by P ℓ are randomly distributed. Thus, for each fixed query
q = (v, i), where v is a vertex in the river part, the probability that the answer for the query is a vertex in the next layer is
1/2. Thus, the probability that a vertex (with the distance 112ϵ from the root) in T coincides with t is (1/2)
1/(12ϵ). Then, the
probability that some vertex of T reaches t is at most τ2(1/2)1/(12ϵ) by the union bound. In total, the winning probability of
A is at most c4.2τ 21 /n+ c4.2τ 22 /n+ τ2(1/2)1/(12ϵ). To make this probability more than 2/3, we must choose τ1 = Ω(
√
n) or
τ2 = 2Ω(1/ϵ). 
From Lemma 4.5, any one-sided error tester A with the query complexity 2o(1/ϵ) has winning probability less than 2/3
in Game 1. Theorem 4.1 is proved.
4.1. A randomized process equivalent to a distribution of digraphs
In what follows, we define a randomized process P , which interacts with an algorithmA so that P answers queries of
Awhile constructing a random digraph (V , A, πV , πA) from G.
Definition of P . The process P has two stages. The first stage proceeds as long as A perform queries. In this stage, P first
chooses the answer vertex a ∈ V , and determines a = πV (a) if it is not determined yet. Finally, P returns a as the answer
for the query. From this procedure, we can safely assume that π−1V (v) is already determined for any vertex v in a knowledge
graph. In the second stage, the process completes the knowledge graph into a digraph G.
Let q be a query, and let Gq be the corresponding knowledge graph. We define d+q (v) (respectively, d−q (v)) as the out-
degree (respectively, in-degree) of v in Gq. Let Ri ⊆ V (respectively, D) be the set of vertices associated with the i-th layer
of the river part (respectively, the drain part). We define Rqi = {v ∈ Ri | v ∈ Gq} and Dq = {v ∈ D | v ∈ Gq}. Then, for
each vertex u in Gq such that u ∈i Rqi , we define d+q,r(u) (respectively, d+q,d(u)) as the number of arcs (u, v) in Gq such that
v ∈ i Rqi (respectively, v ∈ Dq). Note that d+q (u) = d+q,r(u) + d+q,d(u). Also, for each vertex u in Gq such that u ∈ Dq, we
define d−q,r(u) (respectively, d
−
q,d) as the number of arcs (v, u) in G
q such that v ∈ i Rqi (respectively, v ∈ Dq). Note that
d−q (u) = d−q,r(u)+ d−q,d(u).
For each query q given byA, the processP chooses a vertex a first, then returns πV (a) toA. We describe howP chooses
a. When q is a query to the oracle O1, P simply chooses a random vertex as a. When q is of the form (πV (v), i), which is a
query to the oracleO2,P chooses a as follows. Recall that v ≠ t from the definition of the bounded-degree model. We note
that for any vertex of G in the river part, the out-degree (respectively, in-degree) is exactly d (respectively, d/2), and, for any
vertex of G in the drain part, the out-degree (respectively, in-degree) is exactly d (respectively, 3d/2).
• If v = s, we choose u ∈ Rq1 as awith probability pu = (d/2− d−q (u))/(d/2 · 6ϵN −

w∈Rq1 d
−
q (w)). We randomly choose
a vertex among vertices in R1 \ Rq1 as awith probability 1−

w∈Rq1 pw .• If v ∈ Rqi , where i ≠ 112ϵ (not the last layer of the river part),
– with probability (d/2 − d+q,r(v))/(d − d+q,r(v) − d+q,d(v)), we choose u ∈ Rqi+1 as a with probability pu = (d/2 −
d−q (u))/(d/2 · 6ϵN −

w∈Rqi+1 d
−
q (w)). We randomly choose a vertex among vertices Ri+1 \ Rqi+1 as awith probability
1−w∈Rqi+1 pw ,
– with probability (d/2 − d+q,d(v))/(d − d+q,r(v) − d+q,d(v)), we choose u ∈ Dq as a with probability pu = (d/2 −
d−q,r(u))/(d/2 · N/2 −

w∈Dq d−q,r(w)) (note that the number of arcs from the river part to u in G is exactly d/2). We
randomly choose a vertex among D \ Dq as awith probability 1−w∈Dq pw .• If v ∈ Rq 1
12ϵ
(the last layer of the river part),
– with probability (d/2− d+q,r(v))/(d− d+q,r − d+q,d(v)), we choose t as a,
– with probability (d/2−d+q,d(v))/(d−d+q,r−d+q,d(v)), we choose u ∈ Dq as awith probability pu = (d/2−d−q,r(u))/(d/2·
N/2−w∈Dq d−q,r(w)). We randomly choose a vertex among D \ Dq as awith probability 1−w∈Dq pw .
• If v ∈ Dq, we choose u ∈ Dq as awith probability pu = (d− d−q,d(u))/(d · N/2−

w∈Dq d
−
q,d(w)) (note that the number
of arcs from the drain part to u in G is exactly d). We randomly choose a vertex among D \ Dq as a with probability
1−w∈Dq pw .
Finally, if the label πV (a) is not determined yet, we choose a random label among unused labels and assign it to πV (a).
Finally, P returns πV (a).
In the second stage of P , the process uniformly selects a graph in G among all those who are consistent with the final
knowledge digraph Gq.
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Lemma 4.6. For every algorithmA, the process P , when interacting withA, uniformly generates digraphs in G. 
Proof. The lemma easily follows by induction on the query complexity ofA. The base case is clear since, if no query is made,
the distribution on digraphs generated byP is clearly uniform. The induction step follows directly from the definition of the
process. In particular, the distribution on digraphs resulting from the process switching to the second stage after it answers
the query is exactly the same as the distribution resulting from the process performing the second stage without answering
the query. 
For a sequence of labels ℓ = (σ1, . . . , σn), the process ofP ℓworks as follows. HowP ℓ chooses the answer vertex a ∈ V is
the same asP . The only difference is that, when πV (a) is not determined yet,P ℓ assigns πV (a) = σi, where i is the smallest
index such that σi is not used yet.
Proof of Lemma 4.2. From the definition of the process P , we can see that the probability that P chooses a particular
vertex in the transcript is at most dd/2·6ϵN−dτ ≤ c4.2/n for some constant c4.2 when τ = o(n). Thus, from the union bound,
the probability that P chooses some vertex in the transcript is at most c4.2τ/n. The same argument holds for P ℓ. 
5. Lower bounds for testing the (s, t)-disconnectivity of digraphs with two-sided error
In this section, we show the following lower bound for two-sided error testers, using the lower bound for one-sided error
testers given in Section 4 as a building block. We note that this lower bound also holds for the general graph model.
Theorem 5.1. In the bounded-degree model, any two-sided error tester for the (s, t)-disconnectivity of a digraph requires 2Ω(1/ϵ)
queries.
Proof. To show the lower bound, we follow the approach used by Goldreich and Ron [4], which is based on Yao’s minimax
principle.We introduce two distributionsGY andGN of graphs so that any graph inGY is (s, t)-disconnectedwhile any graph
in GN is ϵ-far from (s, t)-disconnectivity. We fix a deterministic algorithm A with query complexity τ . We define A(G) as
the leaf whereA terminates in the decision tree when the input digraph is G. Let L be the set of leaves in the decision tree.
LetDY (respectively,DN ) be the distribution of leaves whereA terminates acting on G, where G is a graph generated by GY
(respectively, GN ). We consider the statistical distance betweenDY andDN defined as follows.
dTV(DY ,DN) =

v∈L
 PrG∼GY [A(G) = v] − PrG∼GN[A(G) = v]
 .
Wealso call dTV(DY ,DN) the distinguishability ofA. From the argument in Section 7.1 of [4], Theorem5.1 follows by showing
that dTV(DY ,DN) ≤ 1/4 whenever τ = 2o(1/ϵ) (in [4], Goldreich and Ron discuss using distributions of knowledge graphs
instead of distributions of leaves whereA terminates).
We define GY and GN as follows. We prepare two sets of vertices V1, V2 of N vertices and four vertices s1, t1, s2, t2, where
N is a parameter. Let G be the distribution described in Section 4. Using G, we generate G1 on V1 ∪ {s1, t1} and G2 on
V2 ∪ {s2, t2}. Now, GY outputs the disjoint union of them after removing s1 and t2, and GN outputs the disjoint union of
them after removing s2 and t2. We rename the remaining si(1 ≤ i ≤ 2) as s and ti(1 ≤ i ≤ 2) as t . The number of vertices in
the generated graph is n = 2N + 2. It is easy to check that any instance in GY is (s, t)-disconnected and that any instance in
GN is (ϵ/2)-far from (s, t)-disconnectivity. We define K as the set of vertices consisting of t and the vertices in V2 associated
with the last layer of the river part. Algorithms can easily find whether a vertex is in K by checking the out-degree of it.
We can define two randomized processesPY (respectively,PN ) equivalent to GY (respectively, GN ) as in Section 4.1. We
omit details of the definitions since they are lengthy and easy to deduce from Section 4.1. For a sequence of labels ℓ, we
define P ℓY and P
ℓ
N as in Section 4. The following two lemmas hold.
Lemma 5.2. Let P ℓ be P ℓY or P
ℓ
N , where ℓ is a sequence of labels, and suppose that an algorithmA performs τ -step interaction
with P ℓ, where τ = o(n). Then, in the next interaction, the probability that P ℓ returns a vertex in the transcript other than K is
at most c5.2τ/n for some constant c5.2.
Proof. The proof is the same as the proof of Lemma 4.2. 
Lemma 5.3. Let P ℓ be P ℓY or P
ℓ
N , where ℓ is a sequence of labels, and suppose that an algorithmA performs τ -step interaction
with P ℓ. Then, for any δ > 0, there exists some c such that, when τ = 2c/ϵ , the probability thatA finds a path from s to K is at
most δ.
Proof. The proof of Theorem4.1 depends on the fact that the distance between s and t isΘ(1/ϵ). Since the distance between
s and K is alsoΘ(1/ϵ), we can use the same proof as the proof of Theorem 4.1. 
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Let DℓY (respectively, D
ℓ
N ) be the distribution of leaves where A terminates in the end of the interaction with P
ℓ
Y
(respectively, P ℓN ). Then,
dTV(DY ,DN) =

v∈L
 PrG∼GY [A(G) = v] − PrG∼GN[A(G) = v]

=

v∈L

ℓ
1
|V |! PrG∼GℓY
[A(G) = v] −

ℓ
1
|V |! PrG∼GℓN
[A(G) = v]

≤

ℓ
1
|V |!

v∈L
 PrG∼GℓY [A(G) = v] − PrG∼GℓN[A(G) = v]

=

ℓ
1
|V |!dTV(D
ℓ
Y ,D
ℓ
N).
Thus, by showing dTV(DℓY ,D
ℓ
N) ≤ 1/4 for any ℓ, we are done.
Let q = (v, i) be a query to the oracle O2 in the decision tree, and let Gq be the corresponding knowledge graph. We
define T q as the directed tree rooted at s in the knowledge graph Gq. We relax the winning condition. That is, when v is in T q,
we suppose thatA can distinguishP ℓY fromP
ℓ
N successfully when the oracle returns a vertex in the transcript or a vertex in
K . It is clear that this modification only improves the ability ofA.
Next, we introduce a simplified class of algorithms, which we call two-phase algorithms.
Definition 5.4. A two-phase algorithm A runs as follows. In the first phase, A uses O1 or uses O2 to ask arcs incident to a
vertex non-reachable from s in the knowledge graph. In the second phase,AusesO2 to ask arcs incident to a vertex reachable
from s in the knowledge graph.
Lemma 5.5. For any deterministic algorithmA interacting with P ℓY or P
ℓ
N , there exists a two-phase algorithmA
′ with the same
query complexity and the same distinguishability.
Proof. The proof is same as the proof of Lemma 4.4. Note that we have assumed that, for a query q = (v, i) to O2, where v
is in T q,A immediately terminates when the answer a is in the transcript or a ∈ K . Thus, there is only one branch for which
A continues the process after q. 
We show that the first phase has no chance to distinguish P ℓY from P
ℓ
N .
Lemma 5.6. LetA be a two-phase algorithm. For any node q in the decision tree where the second phase starts, the probabilities
thatA passes q during the interaction withP ℓY andP
ℓ
N are the same. That is, in the first phase, the behavior ofA interacting with
P ℓY and P
ℓ
Y is the same.
Proof. Note that, in the first phase, A ignores s and arcs incident to it. Ignoring s, graphs generated by GℓY and graphs
generated by GℓN have exactly the same distribution (including labels assigned to vertices πV : V → [n]). Thus, the lemma
holds. 
Next, we show that, no matter which node A reaches in the end of the first phase, we have little chance to distinguish
P ℓY from P
ℓ
N .
Lemma 5.7. LetA be a two-phase algorithmwith query complexity τ , and let q be any node in the decision tree where the second
phase starts. Then, for any δ > 0 there exists c such that, when τ = 2c/ϵ , the distinguishability ofA conditioned on thatA reaches
q is at most δ.
Proof. Let L be the set of leaves in the decision (sub)tree rooted at q. Then, L can be classified into one of three categories.
The first one, L1, is the set of leaves whereA finds a path from s to K . The second one, L2, is the set of leaves whereA finds
a vertex in the transcript. The third one is the rest, which we denote by L3 (indeed, there should be only one leaf in L3). For
a leaf v ∈ L, we define pY (v) = PrG∼GℓY [A(G) = v | A reaches q] and pN(v) = PrG∼GℓN [A(G) = v | A reaches q]. The
distinguishability ofA conditioned on the event thatA reaches q is
v∈L
|pY (v)− pN(v)| =

v∈L1
|pY (v)− pN(v)| +

v∈L2
|pY (v)− pN(v)| +

v∈L3
|pY (v)− pN(v)|. (1)
From Lemma 5.3, by choosing τ = 2c/ϵ for some c , v∈L1 pY (v) and v∈L1 pN(v) are bounded by δ, where δ > 0 is
an arbitrary small constant. Thus, the first term of (1) is at most δ. From Lemma 5.2 and the union bound,

v∈L2 pY (v)
and

v∈L2 pN(v) are at most c5.2τ
2/n. Thus, the second term of (1) is at most c5.2τ 2/n. It follows that

v∈L3 pY (v) and
v∈L3 pN(v) are at least 1− δ − c5.2τ 2/n. Thus, the third term of (1) is at most δ + c5.2τ 2/n. In total, the distinguishability
ofA conditioned on thatA reaches q is at most 2(δ + c5.2τ 2/n). 
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From Lemmas 5.6 and 5.7, the distinguishability of A with query complexity 2o(1/ϵ) is at most δ ≪ 1/4. Thus, we have
the lower bound 2Ω(1/ϵ). 
6. Lower bounds for testing the (s, t)-disconnectivity of undirected graphs
In this section, we show that any one-sided error tester for the (s, t)-disconnectivity of a graph requiresΩ(1/ϵ2) queries.
Combining the technique in Section 5, we easily get the lower bound ofΩ(1/ϵ2−δ) for two-sided error testers for any δ > 0.
We use the extended bounded-degree model for undirected graphs to deal with labels, which is defined similarly to the
extended bounded-degree model for digraphs described in Section 4.
Again, we use Yao’sminimax principle to show the lower bound. Before stating the distribution, wemention some results
about Markov chains and their concentration bounds, which will be used for analysis later.
Markov chains and concentration bounds. Let G = (V , E) be a connected undirected graph. Let wuv be a positive weight
assigned on an edge (u, v) ∈ E. We define the weight wu of the vertex u as wu = (u,v)∈E wuv . A random walk on such
a weighted graph is equivalent to a time-reversible finite Markov chain. The states of the Markov chain correspond to the
vertices of the graph. The Markov chain is defined by its transition matrix P = (puv). Here, puv is the probability of moving
to state v after entering state u, given by
puv =

wuv
wu
if (u, v) ∈ E,
0 otherwise.
The eigenvalues of P are 1 = λ1 > λ2 ≥ · · · ≥ λ|V | ≥ −1. Let π denote the unique left eigenvector with eigenvalue 1. We
refer toπ as the stationary distribution. Let δ = 1−λ2 denote the eigenvalue gap of P . Let x0, x1, . . . be the sequence of vertices
visited by the random walk on G, where x0 is chosen according to some initial distribution q on the vertices. For A ⊆ V , we
define π(A) = v∈A π(v). Let tr(A) be the number of xi(1 ≤ i ≤ r) such that xi ∈ A. Let Nq = v∈V (q(v)2/π(v)). The
following holds.
Lemma 6.1 ([19]). Consider the random walk on a weighted graph G = (V , E)with an initial distribution q. For any A ⊆ V and
γ ≥ 0, it holds that
Pr[|tr(A)− rπ(A)| ≥ γ ] ≤

1+ γ δ
10r

Nq exp

−γ
2δ
20r

.
We consider the one-dimensional persistent random walk. In this walk, a walker moves to the right or left by one unit in
each step, and the walker has a probability p of stepping in the same direction as the previous step, and a probability 1− p
of reversing direction, where p > 0 is a constant. The initial direction is given under some distribution q.
Lemma 6.2. Consider the persistent random walk with initial position 0. Let zr be the position after r steps. Then, it holds that
Pr [|zr | ≥ γ ] ≤ 2 exp

−γ
2(1− p)
40r

.
Proof. The state of the persistent randomwalk can be expressed as a vertex in the graph with two vertices {v−1, v1}, where
vi corresponds to the direction i. Also, the transition probability is given as the following transition matrix P .
P =

p 1− p
1− p p

.
The eigenvalue gap of P is 2− 2p and the stationary distribution π = (1/2, 1/2). Also, Nq ≤
√
2 for any initial distribution
q. From Lemma 6.1, by substituting A = {v1}, we have
Pr
tr(v1)− r2  ≥ γ  ≤ √2

1+ γ (1− p)
5r

exp

−γ
2(1− p)
10r

.
Since the position at which the persistent walk stops after r steps can be rewritten as zr = tr(v1)− tr(v−1), we have
Pr [|zr | ≥ γ ] = Pr [|tr(v1)− tr(v−1)| ≥ γ ]
= Pr [|2tr(v1)− r| ≥ γ ]
= Pr
tr(v1)− r2  ≥ γ2 
≤ √2

1+ γ (1− p)
10r

exp

−γ
2(1− p)
40r

.
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Fig. 3. A hard instance when d = 2.
This value is at most 2 exp

− γ 2(1−p)40r

for r ≥ γ . Since Pr [|zr | ≥ γ ] = 0 for r < γ ,
Pr [|zr | ≥ γ ] ≤ 2 exp

−γ
2(1− p)
40r

holds for any r . 
Hard Distribution. We introduce a hard distribution G of graphs (see Fig. 3). Let N = n − 2, and suppose that d ≥ 4 is an
even integer and 16ϵ is an odd integer. Each graph in G consists of
1
6ϵ layers of vertices, each of which contains 6ϵN vertices.
Let s and t be the source vertex and the sink vertex, respectively. We introduce d/2 edges from s to each vertex in the first
layer. Also, we introduce d/2 edges from each vertex in the last layer to t . We choose d/2 random perfect matchings from
vertices in the i-th layer to the (i+1)-th layer (1 ≤ i < 16ϵ ). Then, we introduce edges along thosematchings. Let G = (V , E)
be the resulting graph. We choose a bijection πV : V → [n] randomly and choose πE : E → N so that πE restricted on the
edges incident to u is a random bijection to [d(u)]. Then, G outputs a labeled graph (V , E, πV , πE). Note that the number
of vertices is N + 2 = n and that the degree of any vertex other than s and t is exactly d. Also, G is indeed ϵ-far from
(s, t)-disconnectivity, since there are 3ϵdN ≥ 2ϵdn edge-disjoint (s, t)-paths when n is sufficiently large.
Similarly to Sections 4 and 4.1, we define a randomized process P and P ℓ, where ℓ is the sequence of labels to vertices.
We omit those definitions since they are lengthy and easy to deduce from the arguments used above. Again, we define
v = πV (v) as the label of a vertex v ∈ V . We consider the following game.
Game 4. Suppose that a deterministic algorithm A interacts with P ℓ, where ℓ is a sequence of labels. We say that A wins if
A finds an (s, t)-path or P ℓ returns the label of a vertex in the transcript other than s and t. We define pℓ4(A) as the winning
probability ofA in this game.
From the argument in Section 4, we are done if we can show that any deterministic algorithm A with pℓ4(A) ≥ 2/3
requiresΩ(1/ϵ2−δ) queries.
Let Gq be the knowledge graph at a query q. We call v in the knowledge graph centered if v is in the (1/12ϵ + 1/2)-th
layer. Let C be a connected component in Gq, and let v be a vertex in C . Let r(v) be the vertex in C added to the knowledge
graph first. We call v distant if v is centered or any (v, r(v))-path in C must pass a centered vertex. If a centered vertex v
has the property that there is a (v, r(v))-path without passing any other centered vertices, we call it a barrier.
We further strengthen the information returned by the oracle. If the oracle returns a barrier v, then the oracle also informs
A that v is a barrier. Thus,A can know which vertices are distant in the knowledge graph. Also, note that, whenA asks an
edge incident to a distant vertex, the oracle never returns a barrier as long as the returned vertex is not a vertex in the
transcript. LetP ℓ,⋆ be the strengthened oracle. We define another game for whichA can take advantage of the information
about barriers.
Game 5. Suppose that a deterministic algorithmA interacts with P ℓ,⋆, where ℓ is a sequence of labels. We say thatA wins ifA
finds a path from any barrier to s or t only using distant vertices, or P ℓ,⋆ returns a vertex in the transcript. We define pℓ5(A) as
the winning probability ofA in this game.
Note that, when A finds an (s, t)-path, the first condition holds. Thus, we just strengthen the power of the oracle and
relax the winning condition. It follows that pℓ5(A) ≥ pℓ4(A). Also, we have the following lemma, similarly to Lemma 4.2.
Lemma 6.3. Suppose that an algorithmA has τ -step interaction with P ℓ,⋆, where τ = o(n) and ℓ is a sequence of labels. Then,
in the next interaction, the probability that P ℓ,⋆ returns a vertex in the transcript other than s and t is at most c6.3τ/n for some
constant c6.3 depending only on d and ϵ. 
Again, we define two-phase algorithms.
Definition 6.4. A two-phase algorithmA runs as follows. In the first phase,Auses the oracleO1 or the oracleO2 to ask edges
incident to non-distant vertices in the knowledge graph. In the second phase,A uses the oracle O2 to ask edges incident to
distant vertices in the knowledge graph.
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As with Lemma 4.4, we can show the following lemma. The point is that if A asks an edge incident to a distant vertex
and the oracle returns a barrier, it means that the oracle returns a vertex in the transcript. That is,A terminates. Thus, there
is still only one branch in the decision tree corresponding to finding a new vertex for a query asking an edge incident to a
distant vertex.
Lemma 6.5. Let A be an algorithm for Game 5. Then, there exists a two-phase algorithm A′ for Game 5 with the same query
complexity and the same acceptance probability. 
Now, we calculate the lower bound for Game 5.
Lemma 6.6. For any δ > 0 and every sequence of labels ℓ, every two-phase algorithmA for Game 5with pℓ5(A) ≥ 2/3 requires
Ω(1/ϵ2−δ) queries.
Proof. Let τ1 (respectively, τ2) be the number of queries performed in the first (respectively, second) phase of A. The
probability thatA terminates in the first phase is at most c6.3τ 21 /n from Lemma 6.3 and the union bound.
We consider the second phase ofA conditioned on the fact that the knowledge graph obtained in the first phase is Gfst.
From the non-adaptivity of the second phase, the second phase is equivalent to the following process. We define dfst(v) as
the degree of v in the knowledge graph Gfst. Let B be the set of barriers in Gfst. For each v ∈ B,A constructs an edge-labeled
tree Tv . Here, the degree of the root vertex is at most d − dfst(v). Also, the degree of the rest of the vertices are at most d.
Each edge e of Tv has a label from [d]. Then,A embeds {Tv}v∈B to the graph given by P ℓ,⋆ in a similar way to that described
in the proof of Lemma 4.5.
We call the embedding of T improper if one of the following holds: (1) the oracle O2 returns a vertex in the transcript
other than s and t; (2) the oracle O2 returns s or t . It is easy to verify that the winning probability of A is equal to the
probability that the embedding of T is improper.
The probability that (1) happens is at most c6.3τ 22 /n from Lemma 6.3 and the union bound. We calculate the probability
that (2) happens. For a vertex in u ∈ Tv , let u′ ∈ V be the vertex associated with u after embedding. We calculate the
probability
Pr
G
[∃v ∈ B, ∃u ∈ Tv, u′ = s or u′ = t] ≤

v∈B,u∈Tv
Pr
G
[u′ = s or u′ = t].
The inequality holds from the union bound.
Now we fix v ∈ B and u ∈ Tv , and we calculate the probability Pr[u′ = s or u′ = t]. Let P be the path in Tv from the
root to u. For simplicity, let us assume that we embed P before embedding other vertices in {Tv}v∈B. Clearly, this assumption
does not affect the probability, since G chooses πE uniformly at random. Then, at each step along P , we move to an adjacent
layer. Also, except in the first step, we move to the same direction as the previous step with probability d/2(d− 1) and the
opposite direction with probability (d− 2)/2(d− 1) over the distribution G. Thus, the process of asking edges along P can
be regarded as a persistent random walk.
Note that, when u′ = s or u′ = t happens, the difference between the layer of u′ and the layer of v is at least 1/12ϵ. Let
ℓ = |P|. Then, from Lemma 6.2, the probability that the distance between the layer of u′ and the layer of v is at least 1/12ϵ
is at most
2 exp
−
 1
12ϵ
2 
1− d2(d−1)

40l
 ≤ 2 exp− 1
17280ϵ2l

. (using d ≥ 4)
Let δ > 0 be an arbitrarily small constant. If l ≥ 1/ϵ2−δ , then we are done, since the path already costs 1/ϵ2−δ queries.
Suppose that, for every vertex in {Tv}v∈B, the distance from the root is at most 1/ϵ2−δ . Then,
v∈B,u∈Tv
Pr
G
[u′ = s or u′ = t] ≤ 2τ2 exp

− 1
17280ϵδ

.
By the union bound, the winning probability ofA is at most
c6.3τ 21
n
+ c6.3τ
2
2
n
+ 2τ2 exp

− 1
17280ϵδ

.
To make this probability more than 2/3, we must choose
τ1 = Ω(
√
n) or τ2 = exp

Ω

1/ϵδ

. 
7. Testing the (s, t)-disconnectivity of directed hypergraphs and the satisfiability of Horn SAT
In this section, we give a constant-time tester for the (s, t)-disconnectivity of a directed hypergraph. Using the tester, we
also show that the satisfiability of Horn SAT is testable in constant time.
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7.1. Testing the (s, t)-disconnectivity of directed hypergraphs
First, we introduce several definitions for hypergraphs. A directed hypergraph is a pair G = (V ,A), where V is a set of
vertices and A is a set of hyperarcs (directed hyperedges). A hyperarc e ∈ A is a pair (T (e), h(e)), where T (e) ⊆ V and
h(e) ∈ V . Here, T (e) and h(e) denote the tail and the head of e, respectively. We define d−(u) = #{e ∈ A | h(e) = u} as the
in-degree of u ∈ V . A hyperpath P from s to t , or an (s, t)-hyperpath, is a set of hyperarcs having the following property: its
k ≥ 1 hyperarcs can be ordered in a sequence {ek, . . . , e1} in such a way that
• for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k, T (ei) ⊆ {s} ∪kj=i+1 h(ej),
• t = h(e1).
The canonical ordering of the hyperarcs in P is the ordering described above. If there are two or more orderings satisfying
the property, we choose an arbitrary one. We say that G is (s, t)-disconnected if there is no hyperpath from s to t .
Let G = (V ,A) be a hypergraph, and let P be a hyperpath from s to v ∈ V . Let G|P be a hypergraph induced by P , and let
G|P be the graph obtained from G|P by regarding each hyperarc e as a set of |T (e)| edges. Let ℓ(P) be the length (the number
of edges) of the longest path from s to v in G|P . We call ℓ(P) the depth of P . For v ∈ V , we define ℓ(v) as the minimum depth
among hyperpaths from s to v. If there is no such hyperpath, we define ℓ(v) = ∞. Also, for a hyperarc e ∈ A, we define
ℓ(e) as the minimum depth among hyperpaths from s that ends with e. If there is no such hyperpath, we define ℓ(e) = ∞.
We slightly modify the bounded-degree model for directed hypergraphs. First, we assume that the oracle returns only
in-coming edges instead of out-going edges since, for directed hypergraphs, the definition of out-going edges is unclear.
Next, the cardinality of a hyperarc is bounded by c and the maximum in-degree is bounded by d (other than s and t) and
the in-degree of t is bounded by dn. As graphs, a hypergraph G is called ϵ-far from a property P if we must add or remove at
least 2ϵdn hyperarcs to make G satisfy P .
Theorem 7.1. In the bounded-degree model, there exists a tester for the (s, t)-disconnectivity of a directed hypergraph with
(cd)O(1/ϵ) queries. Furthermore, the algorithm is a one-sided error tester.
Algorithm 3 is our tester for the (s, t)-disconnectivity of a directed hypergraph.
Algorithm 3 A tester for the (s, t)-disconnectivity of a directed hypergraph
Choose O(1/ϵ) hyperarcs incident to t . Let F be the set of chosen hyperarcs.
for each hyperarc e ∈ F do
Perform BFS with radius O(1/ϵ) from each v ∈ T (e) using in-coming hyperarcs. Let H be the hypergraph induced by
reached vertices and hyperarcs (including e and t).
if H contains a hyperpath from s to t then
Output reject.
Output accept.
It is clear that the query complexity of Algorithm 3 is (cd)O(1/ϵ), and Algorithm 3 always accepts (s, t)-disconnected
hypergraphs. Thus, in what follows, we show that Algorithm 3 rejects a hypergraph ϵ-far from (s, t)-disconnectivity with
probability at least 2/3.
Let e ∈ A be a hyperarc with ℓ(e) ≠ ∞. If we perform BFS with radius ℓ(e) − 1 from each vertex v ∈ T (e) using in-
coming hyperarcs, we can find a hyperpath from s that ends with e. Thus, if a constant fraction of hyperarcs whose head is
t have constant depth, we can find an (s, t)-hyperpath with high probability, by randomly choosing a hyperarc incident to
t and performing BFS.
Let e be a hyperarc with ℓ(e) ≠ ∞. We call v ∈ T (e) a bottleneck vertex of e if ℓ(v) = maxu∈T (e) ℓ(u) = ℓ(e) − 1. Let
bn(e) be the bottleneck vertex of e. If there are two or more bottleneck vertices, we choose an arbitrary one. For a hyperarc
e ∈ A, we define an edge eb = (bn(e), h(e)). From a hypergraph G = (V ,A), we create the bottleneck graph Gb = (Vb, Eb)
of G using bottleneck vertices. Here, the vertex set Vb = V . For each hyperarc e ∈ Awith ℓ(e) ≠ ∞, we add an edge eb to Eb.
Lemma 7.2. Let G = (V ,A) be a hypergraph, and let Gb be its bottleneck graph. Let e ∈ A be a hyperarc in G. If there is a path
Pb from s to h(e) that ends with eb in Gb, then we have ℓ(e) = |Pb|.
Proof. We use induction on the length of Pb. When |Pb| = 1, i.e., Pb = {eb}, ℓ(e) = 1 clearly holds. Assume that the lemma
holds when |Pb| < k. Suppose that there is a path Pb = {ek, . . . , e1 = eb} from s to h(eb). By considering a path {ek, . . . , e2},
from the assumption, we have a hyperpath from s to bn(e)with depth k− 1. Therefore, ℓ(e) = ℓ(bn(e))+ 1 = k. 
Lemma 7.3. Let G = (V ,A) be a directed hypergraph ϵ-far from (s, t)-disconnectivity, and let Gb = (Vb, Eb) be the bottleneck
graph of G. The amount of the maximum (s, t)-flow in Gb is at least 2ϵdn.
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Proof. From Menger’s theorem, it suffices to show that the size of the minimum cut that separates s and t in Gb is at least
2ϵdn. Let Fb ⊆ Eb be a set of edges in Gb with |Fb| < 2ϵdn. We show that there remains an (s, t)-path Pb in Gb after removing
Fb from Gb.
For Fb, we can associate a set of hyperarcs F = {e ∈ A | eb ∈ Fb}. Since G is ϵ-far from (s, t)-disconnectivity, we have
an (s, t)-hyperpath P in the resulting hypergraph after removing F from G. Let {ek, . . . , e1} be the canonical ordering of P .
Using this canonical ordering, we create a set of vertices {vℓ, . . . , v1} that forms an (s, t)-path in Gb. We let v1 = t . Then, by
letting i1 = 1, ei1 = e1 ∈ P satisfies that h(ei1) = v1 and T (ei1) ⊆ {s, h(ek), . . . , h(ei1+1)}. We let v2 = bn(ei1). Similarly,
there exists a hyperarc ei2 ∈ P such that h(ei2) = vi2 and T (ei2) ⊆ {s, h(ek), . . . , h(ei2+1)}. By repeating this process, finally
we obtain vℓ = s for some ℓ. Then, Pb = {eiℓ−1 , . . . , ei1} forms an (s, t)-path in Gb. 
Proof of Theorem 7.1. From Lemma 7.3, there exist at least ϵdn edge-disjoint paths of length at most 2/ϵ in Gb. For each
such path Pb, we have a corresponding hyperarc e ∈ A incident to t such that ℓ(e) ≤ 2/ϵ.
Since the in-degree of t is at most dn, with a constant probability, F in Algorithm 3 contains a hyperarc e such that
ℓ(e) ≤ 2/ϵ. Then, by performing BFS starting from ewith radius 2/ϵ, Algorithm 3 finds an (s, t)-hyperpath. 
7.2. Testing Horn SAT
LetV be a set of Boolean variables. A positive literal is a variablev ∈ V and anegative literal is a negated variable¬v, v ∈ V .
A Horn clause is a disjunction of literals, containing at most one positive literal. A Horn formula is a conjunction of Horn
clauses. A Horn clause C can be written as an implication in one of the following forms:
true → v0,
v1 ∧ v2 ∧ · · · ∧ vk → v0,
v1 ∧ v2 ∧ · · · ∧ vk → false,
where vi ∈ V and vi ≠ vj if i ≠ j. The left and right terms of C are the implicant and the consequence of C , respectively. A
Horn formula is denoted byΦ = (V,C), where C is a set of Horn clauses.
A truth assignment is a function ϕ : V → {true, false}. A Horn clause C is satisfied by ϕ if ϕ(v0) = true, where v0
is the consequence or if ϕ(vi) = false for some vi in the implicant. A formula ϕ is called satisfiable if there exists a truth
assignment that satisfies all the clauses in C, and unsatisfiable otherwise.
The satisfiability of a Horn formula can be expressed as the (s, t)-disconnectivity of a directed hypergraph. Let Φ =
(V,C) be a Horn formula. We create a corresponding hypergraph G = (V ,A). Here, the vertex set is V = V∪{s, t}, where s
and t are vertices corresponding to true and false, respectively. For each Horn clause C ∈ C, we make a corresponding
hyperarc e = (T (e), h(e)), where T (e) and h(e) consist of the variables in the implicant and the consequence of C ,
respectively. It is easily seen that Φ is satisfiable iff there is no hyperpath from s to t . Also, the minimum number of
constraints that must be removed to make Φ satisfiable equals the minimum number of hyperarcs that must be removed
to make G (s, t)-disconnected. Thus, if the size of each clause and the degree of each variable is bounded, the satisfiability
of a Horn formula is testable in the bounded-degree model by using the tester for the (s, t)-disconnectivity of a directed
hypergraph given in Theorem 7.1.
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